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Introduction 
 
This written evidence for the Enterprise and Culture Committee follows up on 
oral evidence given by ICAS representatives to the Committee on Tuesday 
24th February.  
The Committee also has the original written submission from ICAS and this 
expands on some key points within that paper. 
 
Apparent Insolvency 
 
Apparent Insolvency is a requirement for a creditor to petition for 
sequestration and also, in most cases, for a debtor to access sequestration 
unless a creditor agrees (which is uncommon). 
 
At the moment, the most common example of “passing the test” of apparent 
insolvency is the failure to respond to an expired charge for payment following 
a decree.  The minimum limit which allows a creditor to petition for 
sequestration is currently £1500. 
 
ICAS believes that this is too stringent a test. It is creating a growing number 
of debtors who cannot access sequestration. We believe that the definition 
should be relaxed and simplified to allow a fairer entry route to the 
sequestration procedure.  
 
The problem of debtors not being able to establish apparent insolvency might 
be eased by the new requirement in relation to summary warrants.  Further 
consideration should be given to whether the definition should be widened to 
allow more debtors access.  
 
This would satisfy the build up in demand, without opening the floodgates, 
which would result in increased cost to the public purse from a massive rise in 
sequestration. 
 
A matter to be considered is should a debtor sign a Protected Trust Deed 
(PTD) and if it fails to meet the minimum dividend envisaged in the PTD 
Consultation, will this in itself constitute apparent insolvency? 
 
NINA – No income, no assets 
 
At present, there is no mention in the Bill concerning this large group of 
debtors. These are the individuals who are stuck in a vicious circle of debt 
with no way out at the moment.  By relaxing the apparent insolvency 
definition, more NINA debtors would be able to access the sequestration 
process. 
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Protected Trust Deeds  
 
In due course, ICAS will make a full submission to the Executive on Protected 
Trust Deeds, but has the following observations. 
 

• There are concerns about the regulation of PTDs. ICAS believes that 
they are now better regulated than ever before.  The Statement of 
Insolvency Practice (SIP) 3A(Scotland) which regulates PTDs came 
into force on January 1st 2004 and is mandatory on all  IPs practising 
in Scotland.  This Statement covers issues like Trustees Estimated 
Fees, family homes, and the requirement of a dividend before setting 
up the PTD etc. There is a view that SIP 3A(Scotland) is merely 
guidance.  It is compulsory and binding on all Insolvency Practitioners.  
Failure to abide by it may lead to possible regulatory or disciplinary 
action by the IPs authorising body.                           
However, as was also enshrined in SIP 3A(Scotland) the monitoring of 
PTDs by the Accountant in Bankruptcy would ensure that there can be 
additional public confidence in the system. 

• To set a minimum return to creditors will pose problems. It is difficult to 
estimate at the start of a case as circumstances can and do change, 
e.g. debtors’ unexpected redundancy, ill health etc. 

• Creditors should continue to have the right of veto in a PTD and should 
be allowed to consider each proposal on its merits without the 
imposition of a minimum dividend: 

• In the Protected Trust Deed Consultation the proposed level of 
dividend required before a PTD can be entered into is set at 30p in the 
pound which is unrealistically high. This will prevent a large number of 
debtors accessing the PTD procedure; 

• Where there is a high ratio between assets and liabilities i.e. few assets 
and substantial liabilities a debtor may be excluded from undertaking a 
DAS, or applying for sequestration, and now be excluded from a PTD, 
leaving many more debtors in financial limbo and exposed to 
intolerable pressure from creditors. 

• The level of indebtedness of individuals year on year is increasing in 
proportion to their assets which makes the setting of a specific 
minimum dividend level a barrier to the use of the PTD procedure for 
debtors in future; 

• Payments from income of debtors should be made more enforceable 
under both PTDs and sequestration; 

• The duration of a PTD should be a maximum of 5 years to match the 
revamped Individual Voluntary Arrangement in England and Wales. 
This would allow flexibility for the debtor. 

 
Debt Arrangement Scheme 
 
ICAS would suggest the following in relation to the Debt Arrangement 
Scheme: 
 

• It is suitable for some Accredited Money Advisors’ clients but by no 
means all; 
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• All accredited Money Advisors should be allowed to charge a 
reasonable fee for their work. Otherwise there is no incentive to take 
on cases.  (Technically they can charge a fee at the moment, but 
apparently do not); 

• Interest on debts should be frozen on the date of signing an 
agreement; 

• Consider allowing Insolvency Practitioners (IPs) in addition to 
“Chartered Accountants and Lawyers” to become Accredited Money 
Advisors. This would widen access to a pool of people with the 
appropriate skill set and professional standards; 

• Encourage IPs to administer DAS as an appropriate solution for the 
right circumstances; 

• An automatic 10 year time limit on the procedure. At the moment, DAS 
lasts as long as a person has debts. For many, this is a life sentence. 

 
Conclusion 
 
These suggestions would improve the choices for people with debt problems 
by making sure that they have access to the most suitable procedure. 
 

• Giving debtors greater access to the three procedures – Sequestration, 
Protected Trust Deeds and Debt Arrangement Schemes; 

• Increasing the use of the Debt Arrangement Scheme by removing 
some of the  obstacles to its use; 

• Retaining the flexible Protected Trust Deed, but increasing the 
oversight of how they are carried out. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ICAS 
February 23rd 2006  
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